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RNAi is a biological process by which cells can distinguish self vs foreign genetic 
material and ultimately silence foreign RNAs such as those from viruses or 
transposon DNA encoded in the host genome. The current understanding of this 
mechanism is that double stranded RNAs are cleaved by an enzyme called Dicer into 
small fragments called primary siRNAs [3]. The initial silencing signals are then 
amplified by producing abundant RNAs homologous to the target RNAs known as 
secondary siRNAs [3]. In classical RNAi, this effect is only seen in the exposed 
generation; however, it has been observed in C. elegans that in certain situations, this 
silencing effect can be seen in future generations [2]. 

Objective 1: Identifying pUGylation Sites 

• While no specific sites were determined from this first set of data we found that 
pUGylation sites occur between bps 1600-2000 of Cer3 

• Analysis of sequencing replicates: 

• UG0 and UG1 are replicates produced from wild type worms, and were 
expected to yield very similar graphs 

• Besides a few close proximity peaks the two graphs did not have significant 
overlap (Figure 3a)  

• Analysis of non-wild type amplicons: 

• UG2 (Figure 3b) was aligned to oma-1 red57 and hits were only present 
within the red57 insertion 

• Amplicons UG4,5,8, and 9 were aligned to Cer3 containing an insertion 
(red20, red40, or red52). For all 4 amplicons no sites were present in the 
insertion region (Figures 3 c and d).
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Background on pUG RNAs and pUGylation

1. Identify pUG sites of endogenous targets in C. Elegans genome 
2. Determine whether a high frequency of pUG RNAs at a given site is caused by a 

large number of unique pUG RNAs or PCR amplification product

OBJECTIVES

pUGylation occurs when 
M U T 2 / R D E - 3 , a n 
ribonucleotidyltransferase  
adds alternating U and G 
ribonucleotides to the 3’ 
end of transposon RNA or 
RNAi targets converting 
otherwise inactive RNAs 
in to RNAi templa tes 
resulting in gene silencing 
Characteristics 
• Tail is at least 16 

nucleotides long 
• Perfectly alternating 
• mRNA is sense coding + 

>50 nt.[1]
pUG tails bind to RNA 
d e p e n d e n t R N A 
polymerases (RdRPs), 
such as RRF-1, which  
u s e p U G R N A s a s 
templates to synthesize 
secondary siRNAs. These 
p U G R N A s t h e n g o 
through an amplification 
cycle along with RdRP-
generated secondary

Figure 4. (a) UG tail length distributions for the 3 sites with the greatest frequencies in 
UG10 (b) UG tail length distribution for greatest frequency site in UG8

a) b)

Figure 1. Diagram of the pUG RNA and siRNA 
amplification cycle that allows for transgenerational 
silencing [1]

pUG RNA Amplification Cycle

Alignment Position vs Frequency Graphs of pUG RNA Sites 

UG Tail Length Distribution of High Frequency Positions

• When making the position vs frequency graphs we decided to graph certain amplicons 
together to easily compare the peaks 

• All graphs were normalized by dividing the frequencies by total number of reads 

• For all graphs the majority of peaks appeared between 1600-2000bps of Cer3 

• For amplicons that were aligned with a reference other than WT Cer3, the reference’s 
insertion’s start and end are identified by the dashed red lines

• To determine if high frequency was due to PCR amplification we looked at tail length 
distributions at high frequency sites to indicate whether the reads were identical or from 
unique pUG RNAs 

• In Figure 3a, the top 3 sites for UG10 were mostly comprised of reads with the same tail 
length with barely any tails of varying lengths 

• In 3b, the UG8 top site had a more dispersed distribution with varying tail lengths 
observed, but the distribution is still uneven. 

• Overall, most of the amplicons showed a trend similar to UG10 with most tail lengths 
being identical

Long-Term Goals

Figure 3. (a) Comparing UG0 and UG1 sequencing results, aligned to Cer3 WT. (b) 
Comparing UG1 and UG2 which was aligned to oma1-red57 then shifted to align with Cer3. 
(c) Comparison of UG4 and UG5 which were both aligned to Cer3 with a red20 insertion, 
red vertical lines indicate red20 insertion.(d) UG8 and UG9 comparison, red and green line 
represents start of red40 and red52 insertion, red line is end of red40 and green line is end 
of red52.

• Determine specific locations where the pUG tails are being added 
• Develop a high-resolution genome wide map of pUG RNA sites 
• Build a better understanding of the role pUG RNAs play in RNAi and how they 

can be regulated by developmental, genetic, and epigenetic factors

a)

c) d)

Research Project Timeline

Figure 2. Timeline walks through our process to obtain and analyze the pUG RNA 
data. All coding, including matplotlib graphs, was done using Python and Jupiter 
Notebook.

Prior to analyzing the 
data we did a literature 
study on pUG RNAs 
and worked to learn 
the basics of Python

siRNAs which ultimately leads to transgenerational silencing (see 
Figure 1) [1].  

b)

Objective 2: Does PCR Over-amplification Cause High Frequency Sites? 

• Overall a majority of the sites we analyzed showed most of the sites having 1 or 
2 specific lengths making most of the tails identical 

• This leads us to believe that PCR over-amplification may have been the reason 
for  the high frequency sites instead of unique pUG RNAs 

Figure 5. We plan to repeat the 
experiment with the same 10 
amplicons and plan to compare 
the two datasets to see how 
similar the position vs frequency 
graphs are between replicates

Next Steps
• Moving forward we can run the 

experiment again with a larger 
sample input to address over-
amplification

[1]

Nested RT-PCR 
and High 

Through-put 
Sequencing


